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1. INTRODUCTION 
A function u is called differentially algebraic (DA) if u satisfies an 
algebraic differential equation (ADE) 
P(x, y(x), y’(x), . ..) y’“‘(x)) = 0, (1) 
where P is a non-trivial polynomial in its n + 2 variables. We say that 
O(P) = order of P is n if (1) involves y’“’ in a non-trivial way, and we 
sometimes use the notation P = 0 in place of (1). An ADE (1) is called 
autonomous if P does not involve the independent variable x, while (1) is 
called homogeneous if P is a homogeneous polynomial in all its variables. 
Finally, (1) is isobaric if P( y,, zy , , . . . . t”y,) = t’P( y,, y, , . . . . y,), for some 
positive integer r. 
We prove (Theorem 1) that if u is C” and DA, then u must satisfy an 
algebraic differential equation which is autonomous, homogeneous, and 
isobaric. An example of such an equation is yy” - (y’)* = 0, which is 
satisfied by e”. The autonomous part of Theorem 1 was first proven in 
[BR] using resultants, which are not used in this paper. 
In Theorem 2 we prove that if u is C” and satisfies an ADE P= 0, then 
u must satisfy an autonomous and homogeneous (or autonomous and 
isobaric) ADE & = 0 with O(Q) < O(P) + 2. This bound on the order of Q 
is sharp. 
The assumption that u is C” is necessary, for we construct in Theorem 4, 
for each positive integer n, a C” solution of an ADE on an interval Z which 
satisfies no homogeneous or autonomous ADE on I. Our proof of 
Theorem 1 does show, however, that an n-times differentiable solution of 
an algebraic differential equation is a generalized solution of an 
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autonomous, homogeneous, isobaric ADE in the sense of Rubel’s definition 
[R2]-see Theorem 6 in Section 4. 
Finally we remark that it might be useful to prove some results about 
C” solutions of homogeneous ADEs, which would then extend to all C” 
DA functions by Theorem 1. 
2. MAIN RESULTS 
We define the following sets of differential polynomials (throughout the 
order k can vary): 
A = autonomous differential polynomials P(y, y’, . . . . yck’) (2) 
H= differential polynomials P(x, y, y’, . . . . y”“) (3) 
which are homogeneous of some fixed degree in y, y’, . . . . yck). Thus 
H= u,?, Hi, where PE H, if P is a sum of monomials cxn-‘yno ... [ ~(~~1”~ 
with CpkzO np =j. 
W= differential polynomials P(x, y, y’, . . . . yck’) (4) 
which are isobaric in y, y’, . . . . y”‘; i.e., W= U,y _ m Wj, where PE Wj if P 
is a sum of monomials c~~-ly”~. .. [ y(k)]nk with Cf= -, pn, = j. j is called 
the weight of P. 
When the order of P is given to be n, we shall sometimes use the 
notation P(x, y) in place of P(x, y, y’, . . . . y’“‘), and P[y] when P is 
autonomous, and sometimes other times when noted. 
Our first main result is 
THEOREM 1. Let u be a C”solution of an ADE P = 0 on an interval Z. 
Then u satisfies an ADE 0 = 0 on Z, where Q E A n H n W. 
Before proving Theorem 1 we need the following lemma. If P is a 
differential polynomial, we let dP/dx denote the derivative of P with respect 
to x. For example, if P = y’y’, then dP/dx = y’y” + 2y( y’)‘. 
LEMMA 1. (i) Zf PE Hi, then dP/dxE Hi. 
(ii) Zf PE Wj, then dP/dxE Wj,l. 
Proof: We prove (i), the proof of (ii) being similar. We use induction 
on the order of P. So assume (i) holds for all differential polynomials P of 
order <k. It suffices to prove that (i) holds for monomials M= x”-‘~“0 . . . 
CY(k)lne CY (k+Wyw+lEqy (k+l)]nk+l. Then &f/&=N.n,+, [y(k+l)]nk+l-l 
Y (k+2)+ (dZV/dx)[y (k+l)]nk+‘. If MeHi, so that n-,+ ... +n,+nk+,=j, 
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then NE H,--nk+l, and hence nk+rN[y’k+‘)]“k+‘mm’ .v’~+~‘E Him nk+,+nk+, I+ I 
= H,. Also, by the inductive hypothesis, dN/dx E Hjp,,+, , so that (dN/dx) 
CY (k+l)]nk+‘~ Hjpnk+,+nk+l = H,. Hence ME H,. Starting the induction is 
easy, and thus the lemma is proved. 
Remark. Lemma 1 is stated in [K] for differential tields in general, but 
apparently no proof is given. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Though the following proof can be made entirely 
self-contained, to shorten things we use the known fact [BR, Lemma 2.11 
that u satisfies an autonomous ADE R = 0. Now write R = Cy= l R, where 
R,#O and each Ri~Hutil, where 0<0(1)<0(2)< ... <u(n). In other 
words, R is a sum of n homogeneous polynomials of different degrees. If 
n = 1 then R is homogeneous, and we proceed to the next stage. Otherwise 
n >, 2. Now define 
Rcll=(%) R-R,,(g). 
First we note that R [‘I # 0, else (d/dx)(R,/R) = 0, which implies that 
R, = CR, c # 0. But R, is homogeneous, while R is not since n 3 2. Now 
Rcl] = c;:: ((dR,/dx) R, - R,(dR,/dx)). By Lemma l(i), the jth term in 
the summation is in H,cj,+uc,,, and hence R”’ is a sum of at most n - 1 
homogeneous polynomials of different degrees. It also follows that 
R[‘I[u] =0 since RC’l E [R] = differential ideal generated by R. Note 
finally that R [‘I is autonomous since each R, is a sum of autonomous 
monomials, and also since PEA implies that dP/dx E A. 
Now if RI” is homogeneous, we proceed to the next stage. Otherwise we 
apply the same process to R[‘I, eventually ending up, after a finite number 
of steps, with a differential polynomial S in A n H with S[u] =0, the latter 
following from the fact that S is in [R]. Now write S= x7=, S, where 
Si # 0 and each S, E WACi,, where 0 < A( 1) < 42) < . . < 3.(m). If m = 1 then 
S is isobaric, and we are finished. Otherwise m 3 2. Now define 
As earlier SC” #O. Now SC’]= cj’!:,’ ((dS,,/dx) S, - S,(dS,/dx)). By 
Lemma 1 (ii), the jth term in the summation is in Wj,Cjj+ ;,(,,,, + , , and hence 
SC” is a sum of at most m - 1 isobaric polynomials of different weights. 
Furthermore, since S is homogeneous, SC’] must be also (that follows 
easily by writing each Si as a sum of homogeneous monomials and 
employing Lemma l(i)). Again after a finite number of steps we obtain a 
differential polynomial Q in A n H n W with Q # 0. Since Q is clearly in 
[S], Q[u] = 0, and that completes the proof. 
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Remarks. 1. Q can also be chosen to have integer coefficients. This 
follows first because R can be chosen to have integer coefficients (see [R4, 
Theorem 1 I), and also since the rest of the proof of Theorem 1 preserves 
this property. 
2. One could also prove Theorem 1 by taking the Wronskian of the 
Rj and then the Sj and employing Lemma 1 and [K, p. 72, exercise 21. The 
details are more complicated than our proof, however. Also, the upper 
bound on the order of Q is no better than m +n + 1 + O(P), the bound 
obtained in the proof of Theorem 1. 
EXAMPLE. u = exp,(x) = exp(exp(x)) satisfies the ADE S(y, y’, y”) = 
yy’ - yy” + ( y’)’ = 0, and thus SE A n H. Now dS/dx = yy” + ( y’)’ + 
y’y” - yy”‘. Then S cl] = ( y’y” - yy”‘) S - (( y’)’ - yy”)(dS/dx) = y( y’)’ y” 
- y2y’y”’ - (Y’)~ + y’(y”)‘, which is in A n H4 n W,. 
Using well-known symmetries of autonomous and homogeneous ADEs, 
we obtain a sharp upper bound on the order of Q in our next result. 
THEOREM 2. Let u be a C” solution of an ADE P = 0 on an interval I. 
Then u satisfies an ADE Q=O on I, where QeAnH or QEAn W and 
O(Q) < O(P) + 2. 
Before proving Theorem 2 we need the following lemma. We omit the 
simple proof. We use P[u] = P(x, u, . . . . a(“)). 
LEMMA 2. Let u be a function and c a constant. 
(i) IfPeA, then P[u(x+c)]=P[u](x+c). 
(ii) If PE Hi, then P[cu] = cjP[u]. 
(iii) If PE Wj, then P[u(cx)] = &P[u](cx). 
Proof of Theorem 2. While the first part of our proof follows from 
[BR, Lemma 2.11, the proof provided here is self-contained and does not 
use resultants. By [BR, Theorem 2.21, there is an ADE R = 0 satisfied by 
the set of functions u(x+ c) for all constants c, with O(R)< O(P)+ 1. 
Write R(x, y, . . . . y’k’)=~;=O R,(y, . . . . yCk’) xi with R, ~0. Since each 
Rj E A, Rj [u(x + c)] = Rj [u](x + c) by Lemma 2(i). Since u satisfies i? = 0, 
we have cy=, Rj [u(x + c)] xi= 0, which implies that x7=, Rj [u](x + c)xj 
= 0. Replacing x by x - c we then have c;=O Rj [u](x - c)j = 0. Now 
choose distinct constants c,,, . . . . c, so that, for fixed x, x + cj E Z for each j. 
We have the linear system ~~=0 R, [u](x - ck)j = 0 for k = 0, 1, . . . . n. 
Letting Rj[u] be the unknowns, the coefficient matrix A = ((x - ck)j) is 
Vandermonde, and hence det(A ) # 0. Thus for each j, RI [u] = 0, and in 
particular R,, = 0 is an autonomous ADE satisfied by u, with O(R,) Q 
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O(R)<O(P)+ 1. Now by [BR, Theorem 2.21 again, there is an ADE 
s=O satisfied by the set of functions {cu(x)}, c a constant, where S is 
autonomous and O(S) < O(R,) + 1~ O(P) + 2. Now write S = xi”= 0 S,, 
where each S, E H, with S, # 0. Then C,?’ 0 S, [cu] = 0, which implies that 
c,“=O c-jS,[u] = 0 by Lemma 2(ii). Choose constants cO, . . . . c, so that the 
matrix A = ((ck)J) has non-zero determinant. Then Sj [u] = 0 for each j. 
Letting Q = S,, completes the proof. 
Using Lemma 1 (iii), one can also prove Theorem 2 for Q E A n W in a 
similar fashion. 
Remark. In general one cannot improve on the order of Q in 
Theorem 2. For example, u = x2 satisfies the zeroth order ADE y - x2 = 0, 
while u satisfies no autonomous, homogeneous ADE of order 1 or less. It 
is easy to prove this directly, or one can use the approach in the proof of 
Theorem 5 in Section 4 involving honest n-parameter families of solutions 
of ADEs. 
3. c" SOLUTIONS 
Using the ideas from the proof of Theorem 2, it is easy to show that if 
u E C”+ ‘(I) and satisfies an ADE of order d n on Z, then u satisfies a 
homogeneous or autonomous ADE of order <n + 1 on I. We shall prove 
in Theorem 4 that this fails in general for solutions which are only in C”(Z). 
If u is DA, then a differential polynomial M is called a minimal polyno- 
mial for u if M has the smallest order (say n), and the smallest degree 
in z&“), among all differential polynomials which annihilate u. First we 
establish a sufficient condition on u that implies that M is homogeneous. 
THEOREM 3. Let w = f(z) be a non-constant differentially algebraic 
entire function with no zeroes in the complex plane. Then f has a minimal 
polynomial M which is homogeneous. 
Proof. Let M be a minimal polynomial for f. and write A4 = cf=O h4,, 
each IM~E H,. Suppose that for some j, M,j(z, f) ~0. Then by [BN, 
Theorem l(A)], we have, for r sufficiently large, T(r, f) d K[N(ar, f) + 
N(ar, l/f) + log(ar)], where a > 1 and K > 0. Here we use the standard 
notation for the Nevanlinna functions T(r, f) and N(r, f) (see, for exam- 
ple, [HI). Since f and l/f are both entire functions, it follows that 
T(r, f) < K log(ar). But then f must be a polynomial, which contradicts the 
fact that f has no zeroes in the plane. Hence Mj(z, f) = 0 for each j. Since 
each Mj is homogeneous and M# 0, for some j, M, is a homogeneous 
minimal polynomial for f: 
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If P is a differential polynomial of order n, then ~?(P)/ay@) is denoted by 
S(P) and is called the separant of P. Also, if a differential polynomial Q has 
lower order than n = order of P, or if O(Q) = n but Q has lower degree in 
y’“’ than P, then Q is said to be lower than P. 
LEMMA 3. Let the differential polynomial P be homogeneous 
(autonomous). Then S(P) is also homogeneous (autonomous). In addition, zf 
PEH~, then S(P)EH~~~. 
Proof: Immediate upon considering each monomial which contains y’“‘. 
See also [HR, Lemma 21 for a similar proof. 
LEMMA 4. Let PE H n A, with n = order of P. Then for any polynomial 
S in x of degree 2 n, the differential polynomial Q(x, y, y’, . . . . y’“‘) = 
P( y + s, y’ + s’, . ..) y’“’ + s@‘) $ H v A, where we assume that P is not of the 
form c( Y’“‘)~ if deg(s) = n. 
Proof We use finite induction on the degree of the terms in P. So sup- 
pose that the lemma holds for all differential polynomials in H,n A, 
j< m - 1, m 2 2. Assume that P E H, n A and write P( y, y’, . . . . y’“‘) = 
Z$Ol~j(Yv Y’9 ...9 Y CnP’))(y(n))j, so that S(P)=Cjk:,’ (j+ 1) Sj+,(y, y’, . . . . 
)( y’“‘)j. Then S(P) E H,,- i n A by Lemma 3. Now assume first that 
P is not of the form S,( y, y’, . . . . y’“- I’) + a( y’“‘)k. Then S(P) is not of the 
form a( y’“‘)’ (note that it does not matter if S(P) is of the form a( y”‘)’ 
with r<n, since in that case deg(s) > O(S(P))). Hence S(P)(x, y +s)# 
H u A by the inductive hypothesis. Since S(P)(x, y + s) = S(Q)(x, y), 
Q#HuA by Lemma3. Now assume that P=S,(y, y’,..., y’“-‘I)+ 
a( y(n))k, which implies that k > 2. If deg(s) > n, then we can argue as above 
using S(P). So assume that deg(s) = n, and hence s(“) = c # 0 and S, # 0 by 
our assumption on P. Then P(x, y + s) cannot be in H, since (y’“‘+ c)“ 
contains terms of different degrees in y’“’ that cannot cancel with 
S,,(x, y + s). We also have that S,,(x, y + s) $ A by the inductive hypothesis, 
which implies that P(x, y + s) cannot be in A since (y’“’ + c)” E A. 
To start the induction, assume that P is in H,. Since P is also in A, P 
is then a linear differential operator with constant coefficients. Assume first 
that P # cy’“‘. It follows easily, then, that PCs] cannot be a constant since 
deg(s) > n and P involves derivatives of order less than n. Hence Q(x, y) = 
Pry] + PCs] is clearly not in H or A. Now suppose P= cy’“) and that 
deg(s) > n. Then it follows immediately that Q = c( y(‘) + s(“)) is not in H 
or A. 
LEMMA 5. Let u = exp,(x) = nth iterated exponential function, n 2 1. 
Then u has a minimal polynomial of order n which is homogeneous and 
autonomous. 
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Proof It is a well-known fact that u satisfies an ADE of order IZ, but 
no ADE of order < n (see [B] ). Hence any minimal polynomial for u 
must have order 12. By Theorem 3, then, u has a homogeneous minimal 
polynomial M of order n. Now write M = Cf= ,, Mixi, where each M, E A. 
By [RS, Proposition 11, Mj [u] = 0 for each j since u is an autonomous 
function, as defined in [RS]. Hence for some ,j, M, is the required minimal 
polynomial. 
LEMMA 6. Let u(x) = exp,(x) - s(x), where n 2 1 and s(x) is a non- 
trivial polynomial in x of degree > n. Then v satisfies no homogeneous ADE 
or autonomous ADE of order dn. 
Proof By Lemma 5, u = exp,(x) has a minimal polynomial M of order 
n in Hn A. Write M = n Mj, each M, irreducible as a polynomial in 
I’, y > “., J j(n) Then each Mi is in Hn A, and hence we can assume that M . 
is irreducible as a polynomial in y, y’, . . . . y’“‘. Let N(x, y, y’, . . . . y’“‘) = 
M( y + s, y’ + s’, . . . . y’“’ + scn)). Then N is a differential polynomial of order 
n and with the same degree in y@) as M. Since N(x, u) = 0, N must be a 
minimal polynomial for v, since if Q(x, v) = 0, with Q lower than N, then 
u = v + s would satisfy Q(x, u -s) = 0, which is an ADE lower than iii = 0. 
contradicting the fact that M is minimal for U. It also follows easily that N 
is irreducible as a polynomial in x, y, . . . . y’“‘, else M would not be 
irreducible as a polynomial in y, y’, . . . . y”“. 
Now suppose v satisfies R = 0, where R E H v A and the order of R d n. 
Since N is minimal for u and has order n, the order of R equals n as well. 
Arguing as earlier, we can also assume that R is irreducible as a polyno- 
mial in y, y’, ..,, y’“‘. Then it follows that R must be irreducible as a poly- 
nomial in y’“’ with coefficients in C( y, y’, . . . . y’“- “) = field generated by 
y, y’, ..., y ‘n ~ ‘) By [RS, Lemma l(d)], R must be a minimal polynomial . 
for u. By [RS, Lemma l(b)], there are differential polynomials A and B 
such that A(x, y, . . . . y’“-“)R= B(x, y, . . . . y’“-“)N. Since R and N are 
irreducible, it follows easily that R is then a constant multiple of N. But 
N(x, y) = M(x, y + s) 4 H u A by Lemma 4, since M cannot be of the form 
c( Y”“)~ (the general solution of y (‘) = 0 is a polynomial of degree < n - 1). 
This contradicts the fact that R E H u A and proves the lemma. 
THEOREM 4. For each n 2 0, there exists a c” solution of an n th-order 
ADE on an interval I that satisfies no homogeneous ADE or autonomous 
ADE on I. 
Proof For n 2 1, let 
i 
exp,(x) - s,(x) 
u(x)= 0 
if x>O 
if x < 0, 
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where s, is the n th order Taylor polynomial to exp, at x = 0. It is easy to 
show that s, has degree n. u satisfies the ADE P= 0 on any interval Z, 
where P = yM(x, y + s,), M a minimal polynomial for exp,, Now suppose 
u satisfies an ADE Q = 0 on an open interval Z containing 0, where 
Q E H u A. Then exp, - s, satisfies Q = 0. Since u(“+ i)(O) does not exist, 
order of Q <n, which contradicts Lemma 6. 
For the case n = 0, let u(x) = x for x > 0, 0 for x < 0. Then u satisfies y 
(v-x) = 0, while it follows easily that u satisfies no algebraic equation 
o=O, QEHuA. Th a completes the proof of Theorem 4. t 
We now construct a C’ function u which satisfies a first-order ADE, but 
no homogeneous or isobaric ADE. Our construction does not extend to 
the C” case in general, but the ideas used seem interesting in their own 
right. 
THEOREM 5. There exists a C’ solution of an autonomous first-order 





(ex - 1)’ if x20 
0 if x<O 
UE C’(R), R the real line, and u satisfies the first-order ADE 
(JJ’)’ - 4yy’ + 4y2 - 4y = 0. Now suppose u satisfies an isobaric ADE P= 0 
on an interval Z containing 0 in its interior. Then O(P) 6 1 since u”(O) does 
not exist. Let v = (eX - 1)2. Since v is entire, v satisfies P= 0 in the whole 
complex plane C. Using the theorems and definitions in [RS], it follows 
easily that v is an autonomous, or differentially periodic, function. Then 
writing P(x, y) = c;=O Pj( y) xj, by [RS, Proposition 11, Pj [v] = 0 for 
each j. Writing each Pi as a sum of monomials, we see that Pj is isobaric, 
and hence v satisfies a non-trivial autonomous isobaric ADE of order one, 
Q = 0. By Lemma 2, v(ax + 6) must satisfy Q = 0 for any constants a and 
b. Using the terminology in [Rl], we claim that the family 4(x; a, b) = 
(v(ax + b) } is an honest two-parameter family. To prove this, by [Rl, 
Theorem 11, we need to show that W(x; a, 6) z 1:: $iXb”,l is not identically 0 
in a, b, and x. But W(x; a, b) = -(v’(x + b))* zk 0. Hence 4(x; a, 6) is a 
real-analytic honest two parameter family of solutions of a first-order ADE. 
By [R 1, Theorem 21 (more precisely by Theorem 2 of [R 1 ] stated for lirst- 
order equations), this cannot happen. This contradicts the assumption that 
u satisfies an isobaric ADE. One can follow a similar line of reasoning to 
show that u satisfies no homogeneous ADE P = 0, but a simpler approach 
is to note that if P is homogeneous of degree q and lirst-order, then upon 
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dividing through by vq in P= 0, it follows immediately that M; = v’/v 
satisfies an algebraic equation. But u’ = 2e’/(e-‘- 1) is clearly not an 
algebraic function. 
4. GENERALIZED SOLUTIONS 
For the convenience of the reader we restate the definition of N-solution 
from [R2]. u is an N-solution of an ADE Q = 0 on Z if u is an actual 
solution of the ADE P = 0 (which means that u is differentiable enough to 
plug into P and satisfies P= 0 on I), and if Q # 0 is in {P}, the radical 
differential ideal generated by P, i.e., if Q’ E [P], the differential ideal 
generated by P (the definition in [R2] allows for P to be replaced by a 
system of ADEs, but we don’t need that here). We can now prove 
THEOREM 6. Suppose u is a solution of an ADE B = 0 on an interval I. 
Then u is an N-solution of an ADE Q = 0 on Z, where Q E A n H n W. 
Proof. By the proof of the theorem in [R3] there is an autonomous 
differential polynomial R in [P]. Also, by the proof of Theorem 1 there is 
a differential polynomial Q in [R] which is in A n H n W. Since 
CR1 c [PI c {P}, u is an N-solution of Q = 0, and that completes the 
proof of Theorem 6. 
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